
Relevance

A. There is ‘relevance’ and there is ‘relevance’. Because we are complex people, there is more 
to being relevant than meets the eye. God’s plan is to build “trees of righteousness” (Psa 1 & Isa 
61:3), people who are fundamentally different, not just dab on makeup, or apply bandaids. 

B. The Bible often compares people to trees. Trees can be said to be made up of (1) roots, (2) 
trunks & branches, and (3) leaves and fruit. Let’s think of ‘relevance’ on those three levels:

  Relevance? Questions
(1) leaves/fruit = What do the people around us dress like? What do they talk like? About?
the apparent level: What do they act like? What kinds of things do they do?

(2) trunk and Where do people around us live? In what kinds of situations? What do 
branches = the they value in their lives? What is their Conventional Wisdom (CW) / 
cultural level: Political Correctness (PC)?

(3) roots in what What are their core assumptions / starting points about reality? About
kind of soil? = human nature? About what is good? About where one looks for answers?
starting points:

C. Further questions:
1. Why does my culture, cultural leadership, think that about reality, human nature, what is 
good, where one looks for answers?
2. What is lacking in their soil that prompts that kind of thinking?
3. Can I be relevant at the superficial or even cultural level, that is, dress, act, talk, like them, or 
even live like them, without subscribing to their values, CW/PC? Should I?
4. How can I position myself so that my friends and acquaintances get hints from me about what 
their soil does not provide that they need? How can I a leader help the Body of Christ with this?
5. What about a culture that is culturally ‘christianist’ or churchy, but whose roots are still in Type 
1 (Naturalist) or 2 (Virtualist) soil? Or people who have been converted to Type 3 (biblical-
realist) but whose culture and superficial/apparent lives are still Types 1 or 2?

D. How can the Church be this way (#5)?:

How do we handle the two influences?
Greek way? synthesize (Augustine, Aquinas) = relevance
Biblical way:? multiply (Luther, Calvin): use Greco-Roman 
culture & language to expand kingdom = God’s relevance

         The West
almost everything
in the West = Greek, 
including Church

 Origin = Israel:
Hebrew-biblical-
realist

      Origin = Greece:
1.  Platonic (Type 2)
2.  Aristotelian (Type 1)
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